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XIDO is XIDO FINANCE governance token.

XIDO is designed to Oneway yield farming DeFi ecosystem to drive the creation

of a fully transparent, community-owned, and open-source oracle platform on

Ethereum & Binance Smart Chain

Q : Do I need to claim these distributed tokens?

A : No. The tokens will just show up in your wallet after each transaction.

Introduce
XIDO Finance DeFi Ecosystem
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Tokenomics

Initial Distribution: 40,000,000 XIDO(40%) was sent to the main farm contract

used for farms and pools. These tokens are locked in the contract and cannot be

removed by developers. 5,000,000 XIDO (5%) was sent to the TEAM address to

start the XIDO process. And 40,000,000 XIDO(40%) for liquidity, the remaining 

15,000,000 XIDO(15%) were supplied to the marketing.

Total Supply 100,000,000 XIDO
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Token

XIDO Finance is a decentralized AMM with yield farming incentives, no mints, and

a unique token distribution design. XIDO Finance is powered by XIDO token which

adds a governance layer and powers the self-sustaining pools and farms without

ever minting a new token.

A : DeFi protocols are popping up left and right, yield farming, yield mining, BSC,

     AMM's, clones, scams. It's hard to tell the difference between a genuine project

     and one that may not be quite what it seems. 

     XIDO stays away from unsustainable short-term yield programs and instead

     leverages open-source technology from some of the leading-edge projects in DeFi

     such as Uniswap, Pancakeswap, Sushiswap, and Reflect. Finance to deliver a truly

     innovative and unique solution to yield farming aggregation.

Q : Another yield farm protocol, really? 

More Incentives Provide Best Prices

XIDO TOKEN

XIDO TOKEN

XIDO TOKEN

XIDO TOKEN

XIDO TOKEN

XIDO token which adds a governance

layer and powers the self-sustaining pools

and farms without ever minting a new token.
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Brief Tokenomics

1. XIDO has a fixed total supply of 100,000,000 and there is no mint

    functionality in any of the code.

 

2. XIDO did not launch on BSC strictly for the 'hype', BSC's low fee transactions

    is exactly what XIDO needs to leverage its token distribution design to the

    fullest extent. More volume on XIDO means faster burn rates and holders receive

    more XIDO.

Most DeFi protocols offer yield farms to incentivize liquidity for their assets.

XIDO offers triple yield on all of its farms and pools, here's how it works :

 

The 'regular' yield farming incentives
1. Earn tokens for providing liquidity on the AMM (basic)

2. Yield farming rewards

 

XIDO yield farming incentives
1. Earn tokens for providing liquidity on the AMM (basic)

2. Yield farming rewards

Triple Yield
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Faster burn rates Farming Rewards



1. No mint functionality in any of the code

2. Automated burns that don't rely on devs or manual processes

3. No migrator code

4. Support for emergency withdraws from all pools & farms

1. XIDO offers a suite of yield farms and pools, at launch we are

supporting 5+ and plan to aggressively add more.

Yield Farms & Pools
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XIDO Finance Supporting System



2020.Q4

- project setup: Complete creating a team with professional

- and experienced talents; complete whitepaper, product design, economic model, etc.

2021.Q1

- Technology development, and launch testnet.

2021.Q2

- V1 launch farming pool mainnet

- Listed on the exchange (DEX & CEX)

- Creating more strategic partners
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Roadmap
Project Vision Launch Farming Pool
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Disclaimer
There is no information in this document ("White Paper") has been reviewed or approved by law enforcement authori-

ties. There is no part of the "White Paper" can be distributed where it is not possible to distribute or distribute it. Any 

part of the "White Paper" shall be reproduced without including a section titled "Cautions" or Unable to deploy. in case 

of uncertainty or questioning, financial, legal, tax, or Talk to other experts. This white paper has been issued by XIDO 

FINANCE ("Company").

This white paper is intended to describe information and is not binding. It is intended to provide information including 

the ideas and technical details of XIDO FINANCE to unspecified people who are interested in XIDO FINANCE. The 

XIDO FINANCE Team has carefully reviewed the information contained in this document and described the technical 

content, and has made a reasonable effort to keep up-to-date with updates at all the time. However, this does not 

guarantee or assert that the XIDO FINANCE Team is accurate or complete in any respect to the content of this docu-

ment.  The contents of this white paper are based on the time of writing, and not all or part of it is binding or obligato-

ry. Therefore, the XIDO FINANCE Team shall not be liable for any damages caused by the use or non-use or non-use 

of the information herein, or any inaccurate or incomplete information. In addition, the XIDO FINANCE Team shall not 

be held liable for any action used for any purpose other than the purpose of this document If there exists any conflict 

in interpretation of another version of this document written in a language other than English, the latest version of 

English has priority.  Nothing related to XIDO FINANCE contained herein shall be copied, modified, distributed or pro-

vided to any third party without prior consent from the XIDO FINANCE Team. The 'predictive information' contained in 

this document is information that has not been individually verified. This refers to the expected performance of the 

future, not to the past, but to the future events, and includes words such as 'expected', 'forecast', 'planning', 'expecta-

tion', etc. Furthermore, forward-looking statements can generally b e defined in terms of "~can," "may," "expect," "an-

ticipate," "intention," or "believe" (including each negative and equivalent) as follows: The above 'forecast information' 

will be affected by future environmental changes and inherently uncertain, which may lead to significant differences in 

actual future performance from those listed or implied in the 'forecast information'.  Furthermore, please understand 

that the future outlook is based on the current date of data creation and considering the current market situation and 

development environment, it can be changed due to changes in the environment and strategy modification. The XIDO 

FINANCE Team shall not be held liable for any loss arising from the use of this material.

If the term or expression of this exemption from liability based on this document is contrary to the current law, the term 

or expression shall remain in effect until the amendment, but the remainder of the exemption remains valid.


